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Date and Time

- WG telecon on Thursday, 9 Jun 2011, at 9-10:30am PT (time chart)
  - Skype line "C": +9900827042954214
  - US: +1-201-793-9022 (other int'l numbers) | Room Code: 295-4214

Agenda

- Roll call
- Approve minutes of 2011-06-02 meeting
- Action item review
- Updates from the wider UMA world
  - Any reports from the OAuth interim meeting?
  - SMARTam news
  - Other implementation news
- Protocol revisions: core spec
  - Open issues
  - Fill in missing bits
  - Interface between UMA and trusted claims (OpenID Connect)
- Schedule gut check
- AOB

Attendees

As of 2 Jun 2011 (pre-mtg), quorum is 6 of 11.

1. Catalano, Domenico
2. Maler, Eve
3. Moren, Lukasz
4. Wolniak, Maciej

Non-voting:

- Kevin Cox

Regrets:

- Sal D'Agostino
- Thomas Hardjono
- Cordny Nederkoorn

Minutes

Roll call

Quorum was not reached.

Approve minutes of 2011-06-02 meeting

Deferred due to lack of quorum.

Protocol revisions: core spec

Lukasz agreed to do an editing pass on the core spec, adding his suggested error message template and notations in each place where error messages need to be generated.

We briefly discussed Lukasz's suggestions on the spec organization. We agreed to reorganize the spec to:

- Move the phase-1 stuff back near the beginning
- Move the resource registration stuff back out to a separate spec, inspired by OAuth moving the token stuff out
Eve, Lukasz, and Thomas will all be working on the spec over the next week and we'll coordinate among ourselves.

**Next Meetings**

- WG telecon on Thursday, 16 Jun 2011, at 9-10:30am PT ([time chart](#)) – Eve regrets; Maciej to chair and record minutes
- WG telecon on Thursday, 23 Jun 2011, at 9-10:30am PT ([time chart](#))
- WG telecon on Thursday, 30 Jun 2011, at 9-10:30am PT ([time chart](#))
  - Skype line "C": +9900827042954214
  - US: +1-201-783-9022 ([other int'l numbers](#)) | Room Code: 295-4214